
Our automatic gates are the perfect way to improve the security of your most important assets - your family and your home. Keep intruders and unwanted visitors out, whilst 
keeping your pets and children safely inside. Our quality gates are custom made to complement the style of your property using only the highest quality material and international 
brand automation. Designed with style and strength in mind by one of New Zealand’s most experienced teams. For the very the best in style and security  - get a Great Gate.

Need a Gate - Get a Great Gate

Great Gates



Aluminium Louvre
A smart sophisticated design that looks 
especially good on contemporary homes. 
Powder-coated to withstand New Zealand’s 
harsh conditions and available in a wide 
range of colours to suit your decor. Different 
louvre sizes  and profiles also available.

Aluminium Open Frame
One of our most popular designs, our 
Aluminium Open Frame gates are strong 
and look equally at home on all styles of 
property. Designs, rail spacing, square 
or round tubes, thickness and colours 
are all customised to your individual 
requirements.

Premium quality gates - In a selection of long lasting 
aluminium and timber designs and finishes



Aluminium Frame
Whether you have a villa, a bungalow or 
something more contemporary there is a design 
that will perfectly complement your home. Our 
Aluminimum open frame gates look great set 
into any number of different wall and fence 
designs too.

Timber
Timber gates are a traditional favourite and are 
available in a selection of  different woods and 
finishes. We can clad the gate with ‘tongue and 
groove’ (TG&V), Shiplap or traditional weather 
boards to match your fence or garage door. 
Shown here in the popular Cedar TG&V design, 
its rich colours and natural grains are a classic 
New Zealand look.

A Great Gate with automation will improve the value of your 
home and provide your family with the security they need



Automation and Access Control
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There is more to gates than looking good. Great Gates will design the gate, the automation and the access control to fit your property and usage. Secure access 
requirements can be tailored to your needs to allow family and visitors easy access while keeping those out that you don’t want on your property .

Internal 
Intercom
You can choose to 
have one or many 
handsets throughout 
your home. See and 
speak to whoever 
wants access then 
open the gate from the 
handset.

Remote 
Control
Our standard 
remote controls 
use a very 
sophisticated 
protocol to make 
sure only your 
remotes will 
activate your gates.

Access Control
We supply various access 
solutions from a simple 
push button to a stylish 
combination Keypad, 
complete with Audio & 
Video intercom. 

Great Gates - Great Automation
Great Automation goes hand in hand with Great Gates. To achieve 
the reliability that we deliver we use only internationally renowned 
automation products. The automation used on your site will have the 
required performance specifications to operate your gate reliably for 
many years to come.
Our experience in gate design combined with the correct automation is 
our strength so you can rest assured that you have the optimum solution 
for your needs.


